Welcome

to the November 2009 issue of The Derailleur. Today is Buy Nothing
Day, so be sure to encourage the shoppers we encounter on tonight’s ride to take part
in Buy Nothing Day instead of buying nothing of importance. This issue was compiled by
willow naeco. Thank you: Mr. Bike, Lee Diamond of Big Shoulders Realty, and the folks at
Bike Winter. Send feedback to TheDerailleur@gmail.com.

Donations of
any amount
are always
welcome. Santa
has colorful
Critical Mass
buttons for the kind people who donate.
Thank you for your support!

the chainlink is a place for Chicago bikers of all types to connect,
find rides and routes, and share information. the chainlink was
created because even though Chicago is a big biking city, it’s a
fragmented community, and there was no one resource that served
the needs of bikers. My hope is that this site will allow bikers in
Chicago and surrounding areas to connect with each other, explore
the area through interesting rides and routes, find the resources
they need, and most of all, bring a sense of community to Chicago
biking. So join a ride, start a conversation on the forum, or find
a riding buddy - everything you do here will strengthen Chicago’s
biking community. —Leah, creator, the chainlink

Not ready for Bike Winter? No worries; Bike Winter

volunteers are ready for you. Attend a Bike Winter event for a free
balaclava or gaiter. Visit bikewinter.org for cold-weather riding tips, events, and more!
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Winter Craft Time Make your own balaclava!

Balaclavas (face
masks) and gaiters
(neck or head wraps)
are easy to make.
Enlarge the pattern
to the right to fit on
11”x17” paper. Fold
your pre-washed/
pre-shrunk fleece
in half. Place the
pattern on top of the fleece, matching the
fold of the fleece to the fold on the pattern.
Pin the pattern to the fleece and cut away
where indicated. Make the face cut smaller
than you think you’ll need (you can always
cut away more if you need to after sewing).
Sew along the dashed line. Add or subtract
1/2” at a time for larger or smaller heads. The
scrap fleece can be used to make gaiters. For
the Santa beard balaclava shown below, sew
cotton balls over the front of the balaclava.
Enjoy your cuddly hat or give it away as a gift.
Happy crafting! —willow naeco

